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Abstract—In the last 20 years, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs)
have shown to be an effective method to solve Multi-objective
Optimization Problems (MOPs). Due to their population-based
nature, Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) are
able to generate a set of trade-off solutions (called nondominated
solutions) in a single algorithmic execution instead of having
to perform a series of independent executions, as normally
done with mathematical programming techniques. Additionally,
MOEAs can be successfully applied to problems with difficult
features such as multifrontality, discontinuity and disjoint feasible
regions, among others. On the other hand, Coevolutionary
algorithms (CAs) are extensions of traditional evolutionary al-
gorithms (EAs) which have become subject of numerous studies
in the last few years, particularly for dealing with large scale
global optimization problems. CAs have also been applied to
the solution of MOPs, motivating the development of new
algorithmic and analytical formulations that have advanced the
state of the art in coevolutionary algorithms research, while
simultaneously opening a new research path within MOEAs.
This paper presents a critical review of the most representative
Coevolutionary MOEAs (CMOEAs) that have been reported
in the specialized literature. This survey includes a taxonomy
of approaches together with a brief description of their main
features. In the final part of the paper, we also identify what we
believe to be promising areas of future research in the field of
CMOEAs.


Index Terms—Coevolutionary algorithms, Multi-objective op-
timization, Cooperative coevolution, Competitive coevolution.


I. INTRODUCTION


COEVOLUTIONARY algorithms (CAs) are natural exten-
sions of traditional evolutionary algorithms (EAs). Such


extensions consist mainly in the way in which the fitness
function is evaluated for each of the members of a coevolu-
tionary system. In CAs, the fitness value of each individual
is assigned based on its interactions with members from
other species. Coevolution is then a reciprocal evolutionary
exchange between species that have interaction with each
other. CAs arise from the biological observation which shows
that coevolving a number of species, defined as groups of
individuals with similar phenotype, is more in line with the
reality than just evolving a group of individuals which repre-
sent a single species [1]. So, instead of evolving one population
(spatially or globally distributed) of similar individuals which
represent a global solution, it is more suitable to coevolve
subpopulations of individuals representing different specific
parts of the global solution. A coevolutionary search involves
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the use of multiple groups of similar individuals (species)
to be the representation of a solution to a multiobjective
optimization problem (MOP). Species can either compete or
cooperate during the search process. For this reason, coevolu-
tionary models have been historically classified as competitive
or cooperative. In the cooperative coevolutionary framework,
individuals are rewarded when they have a good performance
working with other individuals and they are punished when
they have a poor performance [2]. Under this model, each
subpopulation represents a piece of a larger problem, and it
is the labor of those subpopulations to gradually evolve (i.e.,
improve) more competent pieces for the entire problem. On
the other hand, in the competitive coevolutionary framework,
individuals are rewarded at the expense of those with which
they interact [3]. An example can be found in the predator-
prey model, where individuals in one population represent a
device or model, while individuals in another population are
the representation of inputs for such device. The objective
of the first population is to evolve better instances of the
devices to manage the input, while the objective of the second
population is to evolve increasingly difficult inputs for the
population of devices.


In recent years, there has been an increasing interest for
adopting the coevolutionary framework as a technique to
solve MOPs [4]–[6]. In this paper, the main focus is on how
coevolution is integrated into Multi-objective Evolutionary
Algorithms (MOEAs).


The remainder of this paper is organized in the next way.
To make the paper self-contained, we provide some basic
concepts related to multi-objective optimization in Section II.
Section III presents an introduction to Coevolutionary Multi-
objective Evolutionary algorithms. Sections IV to VI are
devoted to present a comprehensive review of coevolutionary
algorithms for multi-objective optimization including both
cooperative and competitive approaches. Section VII describe
some of the pathologies that the coevolutionary framework has
to deal with. In Section VIII, some possible future research
paths in this area are briefly discussed. Finally, our conclusions
are drawn in Section IX.


II. PROBLEM STATEMENT


We are interested in solving problems of the type1:


minimize ~f(~x) := [f1(~x), f2(~x), . . . , fk(~x)] (1)


subject to:
gi(~x) ≤ 0 i = 1, 2, . . . ,m (2)


hi(~x) = 0 i = 1, 2, . . . , p (3)


1Without loss of generality, we will assume only minimization problems.
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where ~x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]
T is the vector of decision


variables, fi : IRn → IR, i = 1, ..., k are the objective
functions and gi, hj : IRn → IR, i = 1, ...,m, j = 1, ..., p are
the constraint functions of the problem.


Definition 1. Given two vectors ~u,~v ∈ IRk, we say that ~u ≤ ~v
if ui ≤ vi for i = 1, ..., k, and that ~u < ~v if ~u ≤ ~v and ~u 6= ~v.


Definition 2. Given two vectors ~u,~v ∈ IRk, we say that ~u
dominates ~v (denoted by ~u ≺ ~v) iff ~u < ~v.


Definition 3. We say that a vector of decision variables
~x∗ ∈ F (F is the feasible region) is Pareto optimum if there
does not exist another ~x ∈ F such that ~f(~x) ≺ ~f( ~x∗).


Definition 4. The Pareto Optimal Set P∗ is defined by:


P∗ = {~x ∈ F|~x is Pareto optimum}


The vectors ~x∗ corresponding to the solutions included in
the Pareto optimal set are called nondominated.


Definition 5. The Pareto Front PF∗ is defined by:


PF∗ = {~f(~x) ∈ IRn|~x ∈ P∗}


We thus wish to determine the Pareto optimal set from the set
F of all the decision variable vectors that satisfy (2) and (3).


III. COEVOLUTIONARY MULTI-OBJECTIVE
EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS


Within nature, coevolution is the process of reciprocal
genetic change in one group of individuals (species) in re-
sponse to another. In other words, coevolution is a reciprocal
evolutionary change between species that interact with each
other. The term coevolution arises from a study about the
interaction between plants and butterflies conducted by Ehrlich
and Raven [7] in which the coevolutionary responses of
ecologically intimate organisms and community evolution in
general were observed. The relation among the individuals of
two different species S1 and S2 can be defined taking into ac-
count all their possible kinds of interactions. Such interaction
can be positive or negative, depending on the consequences
that the interaction produces on individuals of each of the
species. Coevolution is then used as the biological process
responsible for diversity, speciation, arms races and open-
ended evolution. The main issue in coevolutionary algorithms
is that the way fitness of an individual from a species is
computed depends on the individuals of a different species.
According to the way this fitness is computed, there are two
main kinds of coevolutionary algorithms in the evolutionary
computation literature:


• Those based on competive interactions: In this kind of
coevolutionary algorithms, fitness of an individual is the
result of a series of encounters with other individuals
from other species [3].


• Those based on cooperative interactions: In this sort
of algorithms, fitness of an individual is given by the


performance of such individual when collaborating with
individuals from other species [2], [8].


Competition and cooperation between groups species in
nature has inspired researchers to incorporate coevolutionary
dynamics into MOEAs. Evolutionary computation researchers
have developed many coevolutionary approaches, in which
two or more species (i.e., populations) that relate to each other
are applied to deal with MOPs, using one of the previously
indicated schemes. Also, in most cases, these species evolve
independently by means of an evolutionary algorithm and
interaction occurs when individuals need to be evaluated.
Fig. 1 presents a taxonomy for CMOEAs, based on the main
ways in which coevolution has been applied to MOEAs.


In the next sections, we describe in more detail each of the
ways in which coevolution has been applied to MOEAs, as
well as the most representative Coevolutionary MOEAs for
each of the categories previously indicated.


IV. COOPERATIVE COEVOLUTIONARY MOEAS


The pioneering work of Potter and De Jong started the
research on cooperative CEAs in 1994 by introducing the first
framework of cooperative coevolution (CC) adopted within
evolutionary algorithms [8] with the so-called Cooperative
Coevolutionary Genetic Algorithm (CCGA), which was first
applied to global optimization and later to neural network
learning [2]. Potter’s framework adopts a divide-and-conquer
technique to divide the vector of decision variables of a prob-
lem into subsets of smaller size, so that each of these subsets
is optimized using a population with a separate optimizer. The
core idea is to split a high-dimensional problem into n sub-
components of lower dimension and then evolve each of these
subcomponents cooperatively. Here, evolution occurs through
cycles, where a cycle consists of one complete evolution of all
subcomponents. For the problem decomposition, Potter and
De Jong took each decision variable of the problem as a
subcomponent. In CCGA, each species has a population con-
taining individuals which represent a component of the whole
solution, and evolution of these populations occurs almost
independently, in tandem with one another, interacting only
to obtain the individuals’ fitness. The decomposition process
can be static, i.e., the divisions for the separate components
are decided a priori and are never altered along the process,
or dynamic, where components may be added or removed to
the species as the search progresses [9]. After CCGA, there
were many other cooperative coevolutionary approaches, most
of which were used for large scale global optimization [10]–
[14].


In general, the most common cooperative coevolutionary
framework for global (single-objective) optimization using
EAs can be summarized as follows: First, the vector of deci-
sion variables of the problem is divided into S subcomponents
of lower dimension. Then, the iterations are started and the
optimization of the ith species, using a specific EA for a
predefined number of generations, is performed. This is then
applied through all of the species. The whole process is
repeated for a number of cycles or until a stopping condition is
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Fig. 1: Taxonomy for CMOEAs based on the ways coevolution has been adopted.


reached. The coevolutionary effect in the CCGA is produced
by a cooperation among all species.


Because this cooperative coevolutionary approach can be
relatively easily extended to the multi-objective optimization
context, there have been several proposals which incorporate it
with the aim of improving the performance of a MOEA. As the
nature of MOPs changes, the decomposition can be made not
only in decision variable space, but also in objective function
space or in a mixture of both. Next, we will review the main
cooperative coevolutionary MOEAs currently available.


A. Cooperative CMOEAs based on decision variables decom-
position


In this type of CMOEAs, the MOP is decomposed along
the search space of the problem. So, every decision variable
of the problem is assigned to a species population and each
species population optimizes one or more decision variables
at the same time.


In other words, each population has individuals which
represent a particular part (in decision variables space) of
the MOP. Thereafter, every member from each population is
needed in order to assemble a full solution to the problem. The
evaluation of individuals from a particular species’ population
is then performed by making the individual collaborate with
members from the other species. A graphical description
of the decision variables decomposition is presented in Fig.
2. The drawback of this kind of problem decomposition
approach is that information about the ideal number of
components or the optimal way to assign them is, in most
cases, not known a priori. Also, many problems present
highly complex interdependencies and the decomposition
becomes harder to perform. Next, we present the most
representative approaches within this category, but more
examples can be found in [6], [15]–[29].


Indicator-Based Cooperative CMOEAs: Miguel and
Coello proposed in [18] the so-called Indicator Based Cooper-
ative CMOEA (IBCCMOEA). This Algorithm uses the CCGA
[8] framework (adapted to multi-objective optimization) and
differential evolution as the main multi-objective optimizer.
IBCCMOEA includes the following processes: it starts with
a division of the decision variables space where the vector ~x
representing the set of D ∈ N decision variables is divided


Fig. 2: Graphical representation of the species creation.


into d ∈ N smaller vectors of equal size. Each subcomponent
is created using a random assignment of decision variables, so
that the probability of grouping interacting variables into the
same species in non-separable problems is increased. Also, d
species having NP individual each, are created. Then, each
of these d species are assigned a D/d number of different
decision variables in a random way. In other words, each sub-
population is in charge of a subcomponent from D. After the
subpopulations are created, a random initialization of all the
species’ populations is performed. Thereafter, IBCCMOEA
performs the evolution of each of the subpopulations for a
given number of generations, throughout a certain number
of cycles. The evolution of each species is performed using
differential evolution operators combined with some NSGA-II
techniques. Such process continues for a certain (pre-defined)
number of cycles and generations or until a stopping criterion
is fulfilled. The outcome of the algorithm is the set of solutions
that are globally non-dominated (i.e., with respect to all of the
non-dominated solutions from all the species’ populations).
The way cooperation between subpopulations is performed,
in order to compose a complete solution to be evaluated,
is described next. At the start of the algorithm, when no
knowledge has been acquired, collaborations are performed
in a random way, by selecting a random individual from
each species and assembling a complete set of solutions to
be evaluated in the set of objective functions of the MOP.
Thereafter, the results from the evaluations are given back to
each individual. After the first generation, collaborations will
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take place when the resulting offspring subpopulations need
to be evaluated. Such evaluation is performed by joining the
individual under evaluation with individuals from the other
species which have the best contribution to the hypervolume
indicator. At the end, the non-dominated solutions from the
set of non-dominated solutions of each species’ populations
is computed and given as the final result. IBCCMOEA was
benchmarked with respect to a variation of itself which adopts
a Pareto-based selection for collaboration of species, called
Pareto-based CCMOEA (PBCCMOEA). The authors adopted
the DTLZ test suite [30] for their experiments, with MOPs
of three objective functions and 12 decision variables. IBCC-
MOEA outperformed PBCCMOEA in all problems, showing
faster convergence. The main drawback of this approach is
that, as it adopts the hypervolume indicator as a selection
mechanism, it would be unaffordable to solve MOPs with
more than three objectives, since even in three dimensional
problems, the executions took more time than the ones for
PBCCMOEA.


Multiobjective Cooperative CMOEA for Hyperspectral
Sparse Unmixing: In [31], Gong et al. proposed a Cooperative
CMOEA for the solution of hyperspectral sparse unmixing
problems. In this approach, its authors divide the vector of
decision variables into different subsets, assigned to different
species to be optimized. For this sake, they adopt a grouping
strategy based on sparsity and a random grouping scheme to
deal with nonseparable problems. Also, the nonzero elements
of every solution in the population are selected to create a
nonzero species. In this case, an improved uniform muta-
tion operator based on sparsity and a modified arithmetical
crossover operator are adopted to perform the optimization
of the solutions. As the knee solution is considered as the
best solution for the sparse unmixing problem, such solution
is used as an effective leader to guide each species towards
a certain direction and to speed up the convergence of the
approach. They achieve this by performing a cooperative
interaction between each subcomponent in a species and the
knee solution, i.e., by taking the individual under evaluation
and combining it with the knee solution to form a complete
solution, in order to compute the fitness of the complete
solution and assign it back to the individual.


In order to assess the performance of this approach, its
authors compared it against a version of the algorithm which
does not make use of the cooperative coevolutionary strategy
when solving a multiobjective sparse unmixing problem. They
adopted the two set coverage indicator to assess the diversity in
the population. The cooperative coevolutionary strategy (along
the nonzeros grouping scheme) was found to be able to speed
up the convergence of the algorithm and allowed it to have
a better diversity of the population than its version without
the cooperative coevolutionary approach. This approach was
shown to be sensitive to the M value of the modified nonuni-
form mutation operator: in cases when the M value was small,
the algorithm suffered of premature convergence. Also, it is
worth noting that no performance indicator was adopted to
assess spread of the solutions. Additionally, it is clear that the
interaction with the knee solution may prevent the generation
of solutions in some parts of the Pareto front.


Fig. 3: Cooperative collaboration based on objective function
decomposition architecture. Here, each species is representing
a single objective function. In order to obtain its fitness value,
a solution from species 1 is joined with the representatives of
each species and then is evaluated under the domain model of
each species, i.e., over their corresponding objective function.


B. Cooperative CMOEAs based on objective functions decom-
position


In this case, the MOP is decomposed along the objective
functions of the problem. Each objective function of the
problem is assigned to a certain species’ population and
all populations cooperate to approximate the whole Pareto
Front. Each species has a population formed by individuals
that represent a solution to the MOP. Individuals from each
species compute all the objective functions evaluations in
the same way as traditional MOEAs. However, the main
difference is that the fitness value of an individual in a certain
species is given only by its corresponding objective function.
Hence, individuals are guided by their specific objective
function, in order to search in different regions of the Pareto
Front. Fig. 3 shows the way collaboration is performed in
order to create the coevolutionary effect. Next, we present
the most representative approaches within this category, but
more examples can be found in [32]–[34].


Cooperative Differential Evolution with Multiple Popula-
tions for Multiple Objectives: A cooperative CMOEA which
uses Multiple Populations for Multiple Objectives (MPMO)
was presented in [34]. MPMO creates multiple species’ popu-
lations to deal with the several objectives of the MOP, in such
a way that each species represents only one objective function
and all species cooperate to approximate the whole Pareto
Front. MPMO is considered a cooperative coevolutionary
approach because it uses multiple species (populations) to
solve problems in a cooperative way. At each generation,
individuals from each species are evaluated using all the ob-
jective functions as done in traditional MOEAs. Nevertheless,
once evaluated, the fitness value of an individual from the sth


species is assigned by the sth objective function of the MOP,
where 1 ≤ s ≤ S and S is the number of species and objective
functions of the MOP. This way, individuals search along their
respective objective function, assigned to their corresponding
species, so that making use of all the S species MPMO will
search different regions of the Pareto Front at the same time.
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Since every species is assigned a different objective function,
an information-sharing mechanism is used to share their search
knowledge and communicate it among each other.


The authors of this approach adopted differential evolution
(DE) as their optimizer for each species’ population and
created a coevolutionary multi-objective differential evolution
algorithm (CMODE) making use of the MPMO scheme to
solve MOPs. CMODE adopts an external archive as the
instance of the information-sharing mechanism from MPMO,
with two extra techniques to enhance the approach’s perfor-
mance. One is used to modify the way in which the mutation of
individuals (by DE) is performed. Such modification consists
on the use of the information obtained from the external
archive. The shared archive stores the non-dominated solutions
found so far by different species and is updated at each cycle
of CMODE. The differential evolution operation applied to
each species’ individual is performed by taking into account its
personal experience as well as the species’ global experience
in addition to the experience taken from the external archive
of non-dominated solutions. In this way, all the species can
share their knowledge to speed up convergence towards the
whole Pareto Front. The second approach is to adopt an elitist
learning strategy, which updates the archive in order to produce
an appropriate diversity so that CMODE is able to deal with
MOPs having multiple local Pareto Fronts or with complicated
Pareto sets. For this sake, a crowding distance estimator is
adopted for the archive truncation process. Also, the external
archive is improved further by DE to provide a better guidance
information to each species. CMODE is benchmarked against
some state-of-the-art MOEAs (see [34] for further details
about the test functions adopted) and results are compared
using the Inverted Generational Distance (IGD) [35] indicator
and the hypervolume. Experimental results show how CMODE
outperforms, in most cases, the other algorithms on the UF
[36] and WFG [37] test problems.


One of the advantages of the CMODE algorithm is that
each species is in charge of only one objective to prevent the
difficulty of performing fitness assignment and at the same
time to obtain a benefit from having each species population
with a conventional MODE for optimizing a single objective.
Also, as an external archive is adopted to store the non-
dominated solutions found so far in the process, each species
can communicate with the others through this mechanism
and, therefore, they can use the knowledge obtained by the
other species. The algorithm is able to deal with MOPs
having multiple local fronts, due to the adopted elitist strategy
in the archive update mechanism. Finally, CMODE can be
adapted to solve MOPs with more than 3 objective functions.
The main drawback of CMODE is that, since each species
optimizes only one objective function, this might contribute
to the creation of more solutions on the extreme values of
each objective, resulting in a poor approximation of the whole
Pareto Front. Also, it has a poor performance in multi-frontal
problems. Another observation has to be made regarding the
selection method that the authors adopted when using archive
information, since a random selection is misleading and can
lead to an undesired waste of resources (by means of function
evaluations).


Cooperative Coevolution Based on Nash Equilibrium:
The Nash Cooperative Coevolutionary Algorithm (NashCC)
[6] is a novel cooperative coevolutionary scheme based on the
concept of Nash equilibrium. NashCC is meant to alleviate
some of the pathologies of the cooperative coevolutionary
framework. The description of the algorithm is presented next.
In the first part of the process, NashCC separates the vector
of decision variables into m smaller components, where m is
equal to the number of objective functions in the MOP. On
the other hand, m species are created, each one composed by
NP individuals, and these m species are assigned to some
decision variables using the random grouping approach. That
is to say, to each species it corresponds a subcomponent
which has been already computed. Therefore, every species
will be in charge of D/m decision variables, where D is
the total number of decision variables of the MOP. Also,
each species will be related to a specific objective function
of the MOP, which means that we will have as many species
as objective functions and each of the individuals from each
of the species will perform their fitness computation based
on this as described next. After the species’ populations are
created, NashCC performs a random initialization of all the
solutions for each species’ population. Thereafter, the genera-
tions, required for the evolution of each of the subpopulations,
take place for a given number of cycles. When the algorithm
finishes, the non-dominated solutions from all the species form
the solution. The collaboration procedure among species takes
place as follows: when NashCC starts, no knowledge about
the individuals exists and, therefore, in order to assemble
a solution, one random solutions from the other species is
chosen and evaluated in its objective functions. Thereafter,
the outcome from the evaluation is saved within the individual
being evaluated. In any other case, individuals are evaluated
by forming collaborations with individuals from other species
which are in a Nash equilibrium [38], according to their actual
fitness values.


For this sake, NashCC elaborates combinations from the
function belonging to the species of the individual being
evaluated and the possible values given by the rest of the
other species’ populations, taking each objective function as an
strategy. NashCC builds a utility function from each species’
perspective, in order to create a non-cooperative game from
the problem. In such a game, each player is represented by
a species, and its aim is to optimize the objective function
which corresponds to each species. For this matter, SPEA2’s
fitness assignment strategy [39] is adopted within each species
to create the non-cooperative game. Having an individual
which belongs to the sth species, NashCC computes all the
possible combinations of the objective functions from the
current species under evolution with the values of the objective
functions of the others. Having formed these composed vectors
of objective functions, NashCC computes the fitness of each
of these combinations according to the current members of
each species. Therefore, individuals which provide a Nash
equilibrium in the created game are selected from the species
to collaborate.


NashCC showed a very good performance when dealing
with the ZDT [40] and DTLZ [30] test problems. Its authors
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analyzed the convergence rate of NashCC with respect to that
of NSCCGA [19] and GCEA [41]. The results showed that
NashCC was able to outperform the other two CCAs and that
the collaboration framework based on Nash equilibrium had a
great impact on CCAs’ performance.


The main drawback of this approach is the computational
time that it requires (it is exponential with respect to the
number of strategies), which makes it unaffordable for many-
objective optimization.


Preference-inspired co-evolutionary algorithm using
weight vectors: A preference-inspired co-evolutionary algo-
rithm using weight vectors (PICEA-w) is presented in [42].
PICEA-w was created with the objective of alleviating the
difficulties that decomposition-based approaches have when
dealing with MOPs having complex Pareto front geometries.
This approach adopts a methodology that decomposes a MOP
into a set of single objective subproblems defined by means
of several scalarizing functions with different weights, where
each weight vector is used as a search direction to define a
scalar function. In PICEA-w, weights are adaptively modified
by co-evolving them with candidate solutions along the search
process, in order to construct suitable weights in an adaptive
manner during the optimization process and use them to
guide candidate solutions towards the Pareto optimal front,
in an effective manner. In PICEA-w, candidate solutions are
ranked by each of the weighted scalarizing functions and,
therefore, a ranking matrix is created. Then, the fitness of
candidate solutions is computed based on such ranking matrix.
Thereafter, weight vectors are coevolved with the candidate
solutions to create an optimal distribution, and these at the
same time work to create a balance between exploration and
exploitation. For each selected solution, a weight which ranks
this solution as the best is selected. Such weight must maintain
the convergence and exploitation as well as its distance from
the solution.


PICEA-w is implemented within an elitist (µ + λ)-ES
(evolution strategy) framework. Populations of candidate so-
lutions and weight vectors, S and W respectively (of size
N and Nw), are evolved for a fixed number of generations.
At each generation, parents are subjected to genetic variation
operators to produce N offspring (Sc). At the same time, Nw


new weight vectors (Wc), are randomly generated. Thereafter,
S
⋃
Sc and W


⋃
Wc are sorted according to fitness and a


truncation selection procedure is applied to select the best
N solutions and Nw weight vectors are the new elements
of PICEA-w for the next generation. Additionally, an offline
archive is adopted to store all the non-dominated solutions
found during the search. In order to obtain a good distribution
of solutions, SPEA2’s [39] clustering technique is applied
after the optimization process has been applied. PICEA-w
was benchmarked against 4 variations of its framework (see
[42] for further details) using 8 test problems constructed by
applying different shape functions provided in the WFG toolkit
to WFG4 [37]. The WFG parameters k (position parameter)
and l (distance parameter) were set to 18 and 14 respectively,
creating MOPs with n = k + l = 32 decision variables.
These problems were adopted with 2, 4 and 7 objective
functions. PICEA-w showed to be less sensitive to the problem


geometry, and outperformed other leading decomposition-
based algorithms on problems with more than 4 objectives
(many-objective instances). Moreover, it was found that when
guiding candidate solutions towards the Pareto optimal front,
the weights adopted by PICEA-w also evolve towards the
optimal distribution when adopting a coevolutionary strategy.


One of the observations about this approach is that its
experimental validation did not include other MOP difficulties
apart from geometrical features. Additionally, a comparison
with other state-of-the-art MOEAs (e.g., PICEA-g [43]) is
required to have a more general idea of the actual performance
of the proposed approach.


Table I summarizes the cooperative CMOEAs we have just
described.


V. COMPETITIVE COEVOLUTION


The computational study of coevolutionary algorithms con-
ducted by Hillis [44] gave birth to several competitive coevo-
lutionary algorithms. His main motivation was to take advan-
tage of some coevolutionary techniques for evolving sorting
networks and data sets adopting a predator-prey relationship
interaction. Hillis used two independent species’ populations:
one formed by a set of sorting networks (the hosts) and another
whose components were test cases (the parasites). Fitness was
assigned to each sorting network according to its capability to
solve the given test cases. Meanwhile, each test case was given
a fitness value according to the number of times it was not
correctly sorted by the networks instances. In this way, both
populations evolved simultaneously and interacted through the
fitness function evaluations.


Under this scheme, the coevolutionary effect among
sub-populations is the result of a competition for survival
by the individuals. Competitive coevolution can lead to an
arms race in which populations’ interaction makes them to
improve their performance and capacity of solving more
complex problems. In other words, competitive coevolution
consists of entities that compete among them for dominance
in the population. Next, we will review the main approaches
of competitive coevolution that have been applied to MOEAs.


A. Competitive CMOEAs based on the predator-prey frame-
work


In the predator-prey coevolutionary framework, a prey
represents a decision variables space instance and a predator
is the entity that deals with the objective functions. The idea
is to imitate the way in which a predator (which encodes
the decision variables of the problem) hunts a prey (where
a prey represents an objective function). The weakest prey
(i.e., those solutions with the worst objective function values)
are eliminated by the predator. Fig. 4 depicts this procedure.
Next, we present the most representative algorithms within
this class. For further details and examples please refer to
[45]–[54].
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TABLE I: Summary of Cooperative CMOEAs


Reference Algorithm Type of decomposition Subpopulations Representation Optimizer
[18] IBCCMOEA Decision variables space Groups of decision variables Real MODE


[31] CCMOEA-HSU Decision variables space Groups of decision variables Real Genetic Algorithm


[34] CMODE Objective space One per objective function Real Differential Evolution


[6] NashCC Objective and decision variables space One per objective function Real NSGA-II


[42] PICEA-w Objective space Two populations Real Evolution Strategies


Fig. 4: Predators and prey distributed in a two dimensional
lattice. For the predator in the top-right of the figure, we show
the possible movements that it can perform. It is worth noting
that prey can also move in the directions of their corresponding
edges.


Predator-Prey Biogeography Based Optimization
(PPBBO): In [51], a predator-prey approach based on
biogeography optimization is developed to optimize the
construction parameters of a brushless dc wheel motor
(a multiobjective constrained problem with two objective
functions: the efficiency and the mass of the motor). In
this work, the predator-prey coevolutionary framework is
used to improve the diversity of the solutions as well as
to deal with local optimum traps. For this sake, in PPBBO
the predators are modeled based on the worst individuals of
the current set of solutions to the problem. Also, a fugue
mechanism for the prey is proposed, in order to allow prey
to maintain a distance from the predator. The authors of this
approach consider one type of predator for each objective
function, in order to avoid the use of a Pareto-based measure.
Therefore, each predator will be hunting individuals with
the worst values (prey) in their respective objective function.
In other words, predators eliminate the less fit prey in their
neighborhood, which is analog to eliminating the worst value
of the objective function on which the predator has its sight.
With this mechanism, the other individuals will try to run
away from those having the worst values, in order to avoid
the predators. The biogeography based mechanism adopted
by PPCBBO consists of a migration operator used to share
information among the problem solutions. In this context,
the problem solutions are identified as habitats, and therefore
each one has particular aspects related to their suitability.


PPBBO is used to optimize three variants of the brushless dc


wheel motor problem. A comparison between PPBBO and the
biogeography-based optimization (BBO) standalone algorithm
is performed. The authors conclude that adding a predator-
prey scheme to the original BBO allows the algorithm to
have a better diversity of the solutions, since the predator-
prey mechanism avoids premature convergence to a point in
the search space, improving both the exploration capability
and the convergence of the approach towards the true Pareto
front.


A limitation of this study is that it adopts a fairly lim-
ited number of test problems and it lacks the use of the
performance measures that are traditionally adopted to assess
performance of MOEAs.


Modified Predator-prey Algorithm (MPP): A modified
predator-prey (MPP) algorithm is presented in [52], where
a computationally inexpensive MOEA able to handle both
linear/non-linear equality and inequality constraints is pro-
posed. This approach is inspired by the predator-prey behavior
and proposes the use of a dynamic spatial structure for the
predator-prey instantiation. For this sake, MPP uses a two-
dimensional lattice where prey and predators interact. In order
to erase any boundary conditions, the 2D lattice structure
enfolds its boundaries to their opposite edges. In MPP, the
number of prey is large and the number of predators is smaller
in the initial populations. Each prey represents a possible
solution and each predator is meant to check prey in their
vicinity to look for the weakest (i.e., the ones with the worst
objective values) and delete them. Its basic procedure is the
following:


1) Perform a random initialization of the prey.
2) Assign a place (vertex) to each of the prey on an


undirected connected graph.
3) Compute the associated model for each prey with a


weighted sum value of the objectives.
4) Assign a place (vertex) to each of the predators on the


aforementioned undirected connected graph.
5) Evaluate prey and select the ones with the worst ob-


jective value, according to its neighboring predator, and
delete them.


6) Create a new offspring from the strongest local prey
around the previously deleted prey.


7) Change the location of predators to a neighboring node.
8) Copy the non-dominated solutions in the prey population


to a external archive of best solutions.
9) Incorporate certain number of randomly selected solu-


tions from the external archive into the main population
(prey in the toroidal space) at the expense of some of
the dominated solutions (dominated by at least one other
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prey).
10) Repeat the process until the stopping condition is


fulfilled.


For the case of MOPs with constraints, MPP creates an
extra objective function by adding up the constraints using a
tolerance factor for the equality constraints. For the genera-
tion of new solutions, the blend crossover and non-uniform
mutation are adopted. MPP was validated using several test
problems from the state of the art (see [52] for further
details about these test problems), having constrained and
unconstrained instances. MPP showed to be very competitive
in producing reliable solutions for the adopted unconstrained
MOPs. Also, in the case of constrained MOPs, MPP was
capable of driving solutions into the feasible domain, with
the use of a reasonable number of extra function evaluations
required by the constraint-handling technique adopted.


It was observed that a higher number of predators led to
premature convergence due to excessive selection pressure
(compared to evolutionary pressure), whereas a lower number
of predators demanded a higher number of function evalua-
tions, without the warranty of any improvement in objective
function values. The main drawback of this approach is that,
as MPP employs the concept of weighted sum of objectives
without any normalization of the objectives, in some cases it
obtains solutions with a relatively poor distribution of Pareto
solutions.


B. CMOEAs based on competitive fitness
CMOEAs based on competitive fitness differ from


standard MOEAs in the way they are evaluated. When
using competitive fitness, a special fitness function (where
dependence between species is taken into account) is adopted.
Such dependence can be applied in different ways, for
example, making use of a full competition approach, where
an all-against-all competition scheme is adopted. Another
type of interaction is the bipartite competition, in which a
one-versus-one or a one-versus-many competitions scheme
may be adopted. Also, a binary tournament can be used, with
tournaments of single elimination (i.e., the least fit of the
two competing individuals is eliminated). Another technique
is the elitist competition, that performs an all-versus-best
competition [55]. In these types of competitions, the fitness
values of individuals are compared with respect to those of
the others. The individuals with the best fitness values are
the ones who win the competition. Fig. 5 shows a graphical
representations of four types of competitive fitness schemes.
Next, we present some examples of this sort of approach.
Interested readers may refer to [25], [43], [56]–[63] for more
details and examples of this sort of approach.


Competitive Coevolutionary Algorithm for Robust Multi-
objective Optimization: A coevolutionary multi-objective op-
timization scheme, based on competitive fitness functions,
was proposed by Meneghini et al. in [63]. In this work,
a competitive coevolutionary approach for robust MOO is
introduced, without the incorporation of any robustness mea-
sures neither in the objective function nor in the constraints.


(a) All vs. all (b) Bipartite


(c) All vs. best (d) Tournament


Fig. 5: Types of competitive fitness schemes.


In the proposed approach, two populations compete in the
environment. One population represents candidate solutions
and is meant to minimize the objectives. The second popu-
lation represents uncertainties and is meant to maximize the
objectives in a worst case scenario. The proposed approach
is a coevolutionary version of MOEA/D called coevolutionary
robust MOEA/D (C-RMOEA/D). In C-RMOEA/D, the first
population of individuals, representing candidate solutions,
evolves towards the minimization of the g scalar subproblems
(created by the MOEA/D scheme) given the values of per-
turbations in the second population. Conversely, the second
population, representing perturbation values (defined by the
decision maker), evolves towards the maximization of the g
scalar subproblems given the values of the variables. As can
be seen, both populations are in conflict or competition with
one another, i.e., they compete in the environment defined by
the robust MOP. Both populations have the same size and for
each solution in the first population, there is another solution
which competes against it in the second population.


The populations are optimized by MOEA/D using a co-
evolutionary competitive fitness process and by repeating this
process (until a certain stopping criteria is met), C-RMOEA/D
is able to find an estimate of the robust Pareto front, i.e., an
estimate that is good even considering the worst case scenario
of perturbations for each specific solution. C-RMOEA/D was
validated adopting 5 MOPs from the state of the art: ZDT1,
ZDT2, TP2, TP2 and TP4 (see [63] for further details about
these test problems). C-RMOEA/D was able to converge to an
estimate of the robust Pareto front in all cases. One drawback
of this approach is that since two populations are considered in
the coevolutionary method, the number of function evaluations
is duplicated in comparison to the use of a single-population
MOEA.


Competitive Coevolution with K-Random Opponents
(SPEA2-CE): Tan et al. [57] presented a competitive coevolu-
tionary MOEA with a K-Random opponents strategy in their
Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 with Competitive
Coevolution (SPEA2-CE). This CMOEA adopts a framework
which is very similar to the one used by SPEA2 [39] but
adds two new mechanisms to it. One of these mechanisms is
used to manage the competitive selection scheme and the other
one is adopted for the assignment rewarding. After computing
the raw fitness of every individual, an opponent selection
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mechanism is applied. This mechanism selects in a random
way individuals to compete, using a K-Random Opponents
Algorithm (KROA). This algorithm tries to avoid competition
between similar opponents and forbids self-play. KORA is
applied with values of 10 up to 90. After KORA is applied,
individuals compete against all possible opponents. While a
tournament takes place, the rewarding value is computed based
on the reward function. This value is then summed up to form
the final fitness of individuals, using a reward assignment
technique. Individuals compete among them by means of
Pareto dominance. Since competitive coevolution is based
on the survival of the fittest’s principle, when the opponent
dominates the non-opponent solution, the opponent individual
replaces the non-opponent individual. This competition is
performed adopting an elimination tournament of pairs, where
all individuals are randomly coupled to compete. Therefore, in
each encounter, individuals who lose are eliminated and only
the winners survive and conform the population of the next
level. Thereafter, the winners are paired to compete against
each other and the process is continued until a single winner
is left. Then, the archive is updated with the non-dominated
solutions, and solutions that are dominated by the new ones are
removed. Finally, individuals from the archive are selected to
breed using simulated binary crossover and polynomial-based
mutation [64]. SPEA2-CE was benchmarked with respect to
SPEA2 using the DTLZ test problems. Results showed that
SPEA2-CE had a better performance, in terms of convergence.
Furthermore, the set of non-dominated solutions obtained
by SPEA2-CE dominated the solutions found by SPEA2.
However, SPEA2 had better spacing values (i.e., it produced
better distributed Pareto fronts).


One missing study in this work is the analysis of the impact
that the number of objective functions has on the performance
of this approach. Also, it is necessary to compare it with
respect to other coevolutionary approaches in order to get more
insights about its main advantages and limitations.


C. CMOEAs based on coevolution of target solutions


The principal idea of this class of approaches is to perform
a competition between two populations: one containing
possible solutions to the problem and another one containing
certain desirable values that we aim to reach for each of the
objectives of the problem. Next, we describe an approach
that adopts this kind of coevolutionary scheme and show a
graphical representation of this idea in Fig. 6.


Coevolutionary Genetic Algorithm (CGA) : A Coevolu-
tionary Genetic Algorithm (CGA) with a fitness computation
method based on developmental theory is presented in [59].
CGA adopts a coevolutionary framework to regulate the level
of difficulty of a process in a self-acting scheme. The difficulty
is changed from easy to hard according to a population of
tests. CGA is based on competitive coevolution between two
species. The first is a species of possible solutions, whose
behavior is very similar to that of a standard MOEA, that
is to say, it uses selection, crossover and mutation operators
inside the population. The second species is composed of


< f1,1, f1,2, ..., f1,n >


< f2,1, f2,2, ..., f2,n >


< f3,1, f3,2, ..., f3,n >


< f4,1, f4,2, ..., f4,n >


< fm−1,1, fm−1,2, ..., fm−1,n >


< fm,1, fm,2, ..., fm,n >


Fig. 6: Overview of the coevolution of target solutions. The
trial population is the set of possible solutions and the target
populations is the set of target objective vectors with the
desirable values.


target individuals. Such individuals are target objective vectors
(TOVs), which, as the name indicates, contain targets for each
of the objectives being optimized. TOVs population is used
to represent the level of difficulty that the trial population
must confront. TOVs are evolved through the use of a genetic
algorithm to change from easy to difficult based on the level
of performance of the trial solutions. For this sake, at the
beginning of the algorithm, the user has to provide a range
of expectations conformed by an easy and difficult TOV, the
latter to be used as the stopping condition of the approach.
When populations of TOVs are created, they are initialized
with random values that are inside the predefined range of
difficulties. CGA makes use of the easy TOVs at the early
stages of the algorithm to let the coevolutionary framework to
act along the search process. If TOVs have a high difficulty
at the beginning of the search process, no competition would
be activated and the coevolutionary process of competition
would not take place. TOVs are target objectives which act
like thresholds, such that all thresholds must be reached or
exceeded in order for the TOV to be solved and, therefore,
gain fitness.


The procedure to compute fitness takes place in the follow-
ing way. The TOV which is solved by just one solution in
the current generation is considered to be the most difficult
one, and, therefore, it is assigned with the best fitness score.
Unsolvable TOVs and very easy ones are assigned the lowest
fitness values. Fitness of an individual TOV is computed
as follows. The number of trial solutions that solve a TOV
are counted, and then this value is normalized adopting a
tractability constraint. This constraint gives a target vector the
worst score (1.0) when no trial individuals can solve it, so that
the TOV population creates difficult but solvable problems
to the trial population. On the other hand, trial individuals
are rewarded when their solutions solve difficult TOVs. Their
fitness is computed as follows. Individual j tries to solve each
TOV in the other species and a score for the result is computed.
This result is normalized making use of the predefined range
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of difficulty, in such a way that 0.0 is the best score and 1.0 is
the worst. The effect of this score is to reward trial solutions
that solve the hardest TOVs. When several trial solutions are
able to solve the same TOV, their fitness contribution to the
score is distributed among such solutions.


CGA was compared against seven MOEAs and one random
search algorithm when solving the ZDT test problems [40]. In
the experiments, the species population of target individuals
is manipulated like the single population of a standard genetic
algorithm and no explicit niching operators were used to
enhance diversity. Also, a constrained mutation technique was
used to ensure TOVs remained valid after mutation. One-
point crossover was adopted, by choosing cut-points between
individual objective values. Results showed that CGA is a very
competitive approach: it always outperformed random search
and had a good performance in terms of quality of the solutions
against MOEAs such as the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Al-
gorithm (SPEA) [65] and the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm (NSGA) [66]. However, this approach seems to
generate solutions with a poor spread along the Pareto front.
This can be observed in the results reported by its authors in
which some regions of the corresponding Pareto fronts are not
properly covered.


Non-dominated Neighbor Coevolutionary Algorithm
(NNCA): A Non-dominated Neighbor Coevolutionary Algo-
rithm (NNCA) which adopts a coevolutionary framework for
multi-objective optimization was proposed in [67]. NNCA
works with two populations of non-dominated values, one
of elite solutions having the best crowding distance values,
and another one that contains the remaining non-dominated
solutions, where elite solutions are meant to guide the search.
The elite population is aimed to be in the least crowded
regions of the fitness landscape, so that they are given a
higher chance to select more individuals to form part of their
population. With this, NNCA tries to guide the search to
the most promising regions of the search space. To avoid
premature convergence, NNCA uses a size boundary for the
elite population. This mechanism removes individuals from
the elite population when the limit size is reached. NNCA
proposes a coevolutionary mechanism based on the way teams
behave in human society. Elite individuals cooperate among
them using symmetrical operators to breed, leading the other
individuals to more promising areas by means of dissymmet-
rical operators to generate new solutions. This way, NNCA
provides an improvement in terms of both convergence and
spread of solutions.


NNCA also adopts a non-dominated neighbor-based se-
lection (NNS) technique and a size guarantee mechanism
(SGM), which work as follows. Elite individuals are given
more opportunities to choose new individuals for their species
so that those promising regions to which they belong are
better explored. This scheme also improves the distribution
of solutions, since elite individuals are those with the best
distribution. To control the size of the elite population, when
its actual size is smaller than the limit, dominated individuals
or non-elite individuals are selected to form part of the elite
species, so that the size of the elite population remains to the
limit at every stage of the algorithm. Also, different crossover


operators are simultaneously applied to produce new solutions,
with the objective of improving diversity. Since there is no way
of knowing ahead of time the ideal operator for each MOP, this
method is meant to deal with the different difficulties presented
in MOPs. NNCA was compared against seven state-of-the-
art MOEAs when solving twenty MOPs (see [67] for further
details about the test problems adopted). NNCA was found to
be very competitive in all cases.


Nevertheless, further comparisons with other CMOEAs are
required in order to obtain more insights about the advantages
and possible limitations of this approach with respect to other
coevolutionary schemes.


Table II summarizes the competitive CMOEAs we have just
described.


VI. COMPETITIVE-COOPERATIVE CMOEAS


There are studies that indicate that a balance of cooperation
and competition is needed to avoid stagnation and poor
stable states in MOEAs [68]. The competitive-cooperative
coevolution framework is meant to allow the decomposition
process of the MOP to be self-adaptable, instead of being
a static process just performed at the early stages of the
algorithm. This new coevolutionary model is designed to
attain good solutions and promote diversity along with an
enhanced effective and efficient performance. In the same way
as cooperative coevolutionary approaches do, members from
different species work together to solve a problem. Each of the
species is evolved in an independent way, with no restrictions
of the encoding of the solutions neither for the election of
the MOEA used as optimizer. Cooperative species are also
involved in a competition for representing more parts of the
problem. This competitive methodology unchains potential
arms races among the species, who look towards improving
their contribution to the overall performance of the whole
ecosystem. This competition also allows the discovery of
interdependencies among the components, since it provides
an environment in which interdependent components end up
within the same groups. Ideal problem decompositions emerge
by means of the coevolutionary pressure instead of being a
parameter predefined by the user. The competitive-cooperation
coevolutionary scheme provides a mechanism to use diversity
preservation techniques of both approaches: competitive and
cooperative coevolution.


In the cooperative framework, the evolution of different
species generates higher diversity among the different species.
However, this feature does not extend to the internal behavior
of each species. Also, the competition created by the species’
necessity of gaining more resources, guides the way diversity
behaves. Additionally, the competitive process improves
diversity, since the optimization of each problem component
is not restricted to only one species [69]. The species’
competition provides an extra round of optimization for
each part of the problem, which enhances the extent of the
search with low computational requirements. The approaches
described next are representative of this way of incorporating
coevolutionary concepts within multi-objective optimization.
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TABLE II: Summary of Competitive CMOEAs


Reference Algorithm Framework Subpopulations Representation Spatial Structure
[51] PPBBO Predator-prey Two Real None


[52] MPP Predator-prey Two Real 2D lattice


[63] C-RMOEA/D Competitive fitness Two Real None


[57] SPEA2-CE Competitive fitness One Real None


[59] CGA Target solutions Two Real None


[67] NNCA Target solutions Two Real None


A Coevolutionary Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm
(CO-MOEA): A coevolutionary approach which adopts the
competitive-cooperative framework for multi-objective evolu-
tionary optimization (CO-MOEA) is presented in [70]. CO-
MOEA focuses the search efforts on the most promising re-
gions that arise along the evolutionary process. This approach
adopts a mechanism that divides the decision variables of the
problem according to the importance that each variable has
over the solution to the MOP. For this sake, the algorithm
uses an analysis of the non-dominated solutions obtained so
far, with the goal of identifying which regions of the search
space are the most promising. The overall algorithm is divided
into four stages, that is to say that the total number of allowable
cycles of the algorithm is divided by four. The algorithm works
as follows:


1) At the beginning, CO-MOEA makes an exploration of
decision variables space adopting the ranking technique
presented in [71] and the adaptive grid proposed in [72].
Thereafter, the algorithm performs an analysis of the
current non-dominated solutions stored in the adaptive
grid to know the level of importance of each of the
decision variables of the MOP. Such analysis looks at
the values of the decision variables of the current set
of best solutions, in order to discover if certain decision
variables values are distributed along the limits of the
problem or if they are concentrated in a more narrow
region. When the values of certain decision variables
are distributed all along the allowable range, CO-MOEA
maintains the whole interval for each of those decision
variables. On the other hand, if the values of the decision
variables used a more reduced part of the interval, the
algorithm looks for the portions of the search space
that can be removed. In other words, the idea is to
determine the importance that each part of the search
space has over the solution of the problem and the
possible divisions (and the number of them) that can
be performed to use in a more clever way the available
resources. Once the important regions for the search
have been determined, they are assigned to different
species.


2) At the second stage, the algorithm uses the species
created in the first stage to search in all regions of
the decision variables space The search process of all
species is performed in an independent manner, and the
non-dominated solutions found so far by each species’
population are placed in the adaptive grid in order to
cooperate and compete to form a global set of non-


dominated solutions that represents the approximation
of the Pareto front. Thereafter, species which do not
generate non-dominated solutions to the global set of
solutions are erased and their resources (i.e., individuals)
are distributed along the remaining species, providing
more resources to those species which contribute the
most to the overall approximation of the Pareto front
and less to those species that have a lower contribution.
In other words, at each cycle, individuals are assigned or
removed from species according to their performance, in
such a way that each population size is proportional to
its performance. Therefore, species compete against each
other to obtain more individuals for their population.


3) At the third stage, the algorithm checks the performance
of each species to decide which are meant to survive.
Thereafter, the process from the second stage is applied
over the current populations (i.e., the intervals of the
decision variables are divided again and new species
are created with the purpose of achieving a better
exploration of the most promising regions of the search
space). At this stage, a minimum population size for
each species is defined and is inflicted for all species at
the beginning of this stage.


4) Finally, during the fourth stage, the previously described
procedure for the third stage is performed to obtain a
more refined search.


CO-MOEA was benchmarked using three test problems
taken from the specialized literature (see [70] for further
details about the test problems) and was compared with re-
spect to three other MOEAs: the microGA for multi-objective
optimization [73], PAES [74] and NSGA-II [64]. The authors
used a fixed number of generations for each problem and
the final results of each algorithm were assessed using four
performance indicators: the two set coverage (SC) [40], spac-
ing (SP) [75], generational distance (GD) [76] and error ratio
(ER) [77]. This comparative study showed that CO-MOEA had
a competitive performance with respect to the other MOEAs
with respect to which it was compared.


The main drawback of CO-MOEA is that the number of
populations could increase so much that the algorithm would
become quite inefficient. Also, it is necessary to decrease the
high selection pressure introduced by its elitist scheme, since
this may cause premature convergence when a false attractor
exists in the population.


A Competitive and Cooperative Coevolutionary Multi-
objective Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (CCPSO):
A competitive and cooperative coevolutionary approach for
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multi-objective particle swarm optimization (CCPSO) is pre-
sented in [78]. CCPSO is capable of dealing with complex
MOPs by adopting a competitive-cooperative framework. This
approach proposes the use of a credit assignment method for
the competitive-cooperative process; such method is applied
both at the species and at the individual level. For the co-
operative behavior, CCPSO evaluates the different objective
functions of the MOP by forming solutions created with the
collaboration of all the species. That is to say, to assemble
a valid vector of decision variables to the problem, repre-
sentatives from every species are taken to form a possible
solution to the MOP. Thereafter, a Pareto ranking technique is
applied to perform the fitness assignment to each individual.
On the other hand, for the competitive interaction, fitness
is computed according to how better is the performance of
each species in comparison to the other competing species
when forming solutions to the problem. For example, species
i selects n competing species to represent a subpart of the
problem. If the subpart is being represented by a species
which brings a good performance, this species is given a high
probability of representing the same part of the problem at later
stages of the search. Meanwhile, those species which show a
poor performance are penalized with a lower probability of
representing that part of the problem in future cycles. The
overall procedure of the algorithm is presented next.


CCPSO decomposes the problem in terms of the decision
variables by creating subcomponents of the vector of decision
variables. Each component is then assigned to a species’
population of particles (known as swarms in particle swarm
optimization (PSO)). In other words, n species of swarms
are created and initialized having the jth decision variable
assigned to the jth species. So, to perform the evaluation of
a particle, it has to collaborate with a representative from
each of the other species in order to assemble a complete
solution to the MOP. These representatives from each species
are the particles which are considered as the best in their
swarm. The external archive of non-dominated solutions is
then updated after each particle’s evaluation and the new best
individual is chosen after the evaluation of the whole species.
The best particle in each species is chosen by means of a
partial order method, where Pareto ranking is considered as the
first criterion and a crowding method is adopted as a secondary
method for breaking ties. When comparing the particles, the
one with the lowest rank is chosen and in case of a tie (i.e., if
they are non-dominated with respect to each other), the particle
having the least crowded value is selected. This approach is
meant to increase the distribution of the solutions as well as
to improve the convergence of the algorithm.


Each species has a probability of representing a specific
decision variable, such that just two species can compete to
represent any decision variable at a time. This probability
is initialized with a value 1/L, where L is the number of
decision variables of the MOP being solved, this with the aim
of allowing a fair change to each species to represent any of the
decision variables. Thereafter, the probability of representing
a variable depends on a competition where roulette wheel se-
lection takes place to select individuals from different species
to compete. So, the assignment occurs as follows: In the very


first cycle, the jth variable is assigned to the jth species. Then,
a species is selected to compete using roulette wheel selection,
which is performed using the current selection probabilities of
representing the decision variable in turn. In order to compete,
one representative from each competing species is combined
with the representatives of the other different species in order
to assemble a solution. Once the solutions are formed, the
species providing the best solution is the one which represents
the decision variable in the following cycle of the process. The
probability of representing the decision variable is increased
as the species is more and more specialized in the treatment
of such decision variable. Conversely, those species having a
poor management of a decision variable have a lower chance
to represent it. It is important to note that, as the process goes
on, it is possible that one species represents several decision
variables at the same time. The best individual in each species
is known as the global-best in PSO. As in the multi-objective
context there is no a single solution being the best but a set
of them, the global-best is a particle from the set of non-
dominated solutions who wins a binary tournament, where a
crowding measure is again the second criterion to break ties.
With this, CCPSO ensures spread, diversity and convergence
of the solutions. CCPSO adopts a limit size for the external
archive of non-dominated solutions. For this sake, a niche
count method is applied when the limit size is reached, so that
only non-dominated solutions residing in the least crowded
regions become members of the archive.


CCPSO was benchmarked against several MOEAs represen-
tative of the state-of-the-art, adopting several well-established
test problems and performance indicators (see [78] for further
details). Results showed that CCPSO had a faster convergence
than ordinary MOEAs. Nevertheless, CCPSO showed a poor
performance when dealing with multi-frontal MOPs. The
use of the competitive-cooperative coevolutionary framework
allows CCPSO to bring the fast convergence speed of PSO
along near-optimal and diverse Pareto fronts in all the adopted
MOPs. A sensitivity analysis to analyze the effects of different
inertia weight values was performed, showing that CCPSO
achieves a better convergence with a smaller inertia weight and
that the use of an adaptive inertia scheme as well as higher
inertia weights are able to generate better distributed Pareto
fronts.


The main drawback of CCPSO is that its high speed of
convergence results in a poor performance (e.g., premature
convergence) for multi-frontal MOPs such as ZDT4.


VII. PATHOLOGIES OF THE COEVOLUTIONARY
FRAMEWORK


Since the evaluation of individuals in CMOEAs is based
on coevolving individuals, coevolution settings may cause an
inaccurate evaluation, leading to problems such as intransivity,
disengagement and red queen effect among others [79]–[81].
Next, we briefly describe these problems.


A. Intransitivity


One problem feature that has received particular interest
in the past is that of intransitivity [82]. As described by De
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Jong, a relation R is transitive if aRb ∧ bRc implies aRc;
if this cannot be guaranteed, the relation is then intransitive.
The existence of such intransitive relations in a coevolutionary
system can lead to cycling, i.e., the recurrence of previously
visited states of the species. Intransitivity has been viewed as
an inherent feature of coevolution that can make CMOEAs
unreliable. Indeed, the resulting problem of cycling has been
thought of as an obstacle that could prevent coevolution
from becoming a reliable problem solving technique. In fact,
some researchers believe that intransitivity is a problem that,
similarly to the case of the presence of local minima in
gradient-descent methods, cannot be completely eliminated
[83].


B. Disengagement


Coevolutionary disengagement takes place when one pop-
ulation outperforms another to the extent that individuals
from the same species become indistinguishable from one
another (in terms of fitness) [84]. When this occurs, coevolved
subpopulations become disassociated and selection acts with
no specific direction, causing the coevolutionary process to
drift and, in many cases, without any possibility of generating
acceptable results.


C. Red Queen effect


Coevolutionary algorithms can suffer from the so-called red
queen effect. This happens when, through their interaction,
species alter each other’s fitness landscapes [85]. Such effect
significantly affects the performance of the coevolutionary
process, creating fitness ambiguities that cause improvements
in the performance of individuals to be considered as undesired
changes and viceversa.


VIII. FUTURE RESEARCH PATHS


In this section, we will provide some insights regarding
topics that we believe are worth investigating within this area.


A. Coevolution Based On Indicators


Most MOEAs in current use have selection mechanisms
based on Pareto optimality. Nevertheless, it is well-known
that Pareto-based MOEAs cannot properly deal with MOPs
having four or more objective functions (the so-called many-
objective optimization problems [86]). Alternative selection
methods have been proposed to alleviate this problem. Among
such proposals, the use of selection mechanisms or density
estimators based on performance indicators has been a popular
choice [87]. When adopting indicator-based selection, the idea
is to identify the solutions that contribute the most to the
improvement of an indicator measure (e.g., the hypervolume).
This sort of selection mechanism could also be used within
either competitive or cooperative CMOEAs. For example, at
the time of selecting individuals from other species to perform
evaluation of an individual, the usual approach is a mechanism
based on Pareto optimality (as evidenced by [19]), but the use
of a performance indicator is also possible. CMOEAs based on
a performance indicator could probably be more suitable for


large-scale many-objective optimization which, by the way,
is a reseach area that has remained practically unexplored
until now. It is worth indicating that the use of indicator-
based selection has mainly focused on maintaining diversity
rather than on selecting solutions, but their interaction with
coevolution has not been studied until now. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, the only work in this direction has been
recently presented in [18], but there is still a wide range of
possibilities left to explore.


B. Coevolutionary Memetic MOEAs


With the aim of making MOEAs more efficient for real-
world applications, local search techniques have been applied
to create more effective and efficient MOEAs. Several local
search techniques have been proposed along with domain spe-
cific methods [5], [88]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
nobody has explored so far the idea of combining coevolu-
tionary frameworks with MOEAs incorporating local search
techniques (this would be a Coevolutionary Memetic MOEA).
Balancing the global search performed by the CMOEA with
the local search mechanism would certainly pose several
challenging issues.


C. Parallelizing CMOEAs


We believe that another promising research area is the
parallelization of Coevolutionary MOEAs (e.g., using GPUs
[89]), since this would allow them to deal with computation-
ally expensive applications (e.g., in aeronautical engineering
[90]). This could also extend the use of CMOEAs to genetic
programming, in which, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
they have not been used yet.


D. Coevolution of Preferences


We believe that the concept of coevolving a family of
decision-maker preferences together with a population of can-
didate solutions still has many research paths left to explore, as
evidenced by [43]. Preference-based approaches are suitable
for the generation of trade-off surfaces in objective subspaces
of interest to the decision maker. Therefore, coevolving a
family of preferences simultaneously with the population of
candidate solutions is a promising concept for solving many-
objective problems.


IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK


This paper has provided a review of the state-of-the-art
regarding adaptations of Coevolutionary Algorithms to handle
multi-objective optimization problems, including a general
introduction to this sort of algorithmic framework. In our
review, the main coevolutionary paradigms in current use in
combination with MOEAs have been analyzed and briefly
discussed. Additionally, the approaches reviewed in this paper
have been placed in a taxonomy proposed by us to classify
the different Coevolutionary MOEAs currently available in the
specialized literature.


In the final part of the paper, we have described some
research paths that have not been explored so far and that we
believe that could be worth exploring in the next few years.
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